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Style
Report

R Style

 THE GRAND ESTATE ON
on Kailuana Place, located 
within the laid-back town of 
Kailua, served as an intimate 
yet luxurious getaway for 
this summer season’s Royal 
Hawaiian Center R Magazine 
fashion shoot. From fun pops of 
color and glamorous statement 
jewelry pieces, we’ve got a variety 
of styles that will make you wish 
you’re here every summer.
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Refreshing summer styles from 
Royal Hawaiian Center
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R Style

Resort wear never looked so 
chic. Model Rachel Cook wears 
a gorgeous outfi t from the Royal 
Hawaiian Center’s swimsuit 
boutique, . Playful 
accessory colors turn up the volume 
as seen in ’s link strap and 
rose-colored face dials. ’s 
subtle two-toned taupe and soft 
pink sandals are perfect for any day 
out on the beach. ’s bracelet 
brings fun contrasts and textures to 
any ensemble while ’s 
abstract version of an ombre design 
warmly reminds us of a perfect 
sunrise in Hawai‘i.
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Colorful Coolness
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Since 1932, the exquisite 
diamonds from 

 have been 
the forefront of jewelry 
excellence. From classic 
timepieces and diamond 
bracelets to lovely earrings 
and engagement rings, 
Harry Winston has 
something to help celebrate 
every momentous occasion.

Timeless 
Elegance

You Complete Me
When it comes to fi nishing touches on 
an ensemble, accessories take the lead and 
play the most vital role. Let’s start with 

’s unique Amulette de Cartier 
earring set, which emulates a talisman that 
holds your wishes and dreams. ’s 
metallic closed-toe heel is a perfect color 
block combo that will complement 

’s limited edition Countdown to 
a Cure Timepiece, in honor of its
partnership with amfAR, Th e Foundation 
for AIDS Research. ’s luxurious 
leather handbag rounds out the look with 
its clean lines and detail-oriented strap.
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